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5. Observation and recommendations
Priority areas of CC Adaptation

- Conservation and management of water source
- Making rural livelihood climate resilient
- Landslide stabilization and management
- Flash flood prevention & management
Existing Systems to guide CC Activities

Multi Sector Task Force on Climate Change
- Multi-sector representation led by NEC
- Climate change issues of national importance
- Sharing information and updates on climate change projects

GEF National Steering Committee
- Led by GEF Operational Focal Point with members from the environmental convention focal points
- Sharing of information & updates on CC projects
- Review and endorse projects
Update on Direct Access of AF

- Strong political support
- DA and potential NIE identified
- GNHC, as an overall plan coordinating and fund raising agency, designated as NIE
- Within GNHC, a separate unit having experience in CC and project management identified.
- Another potential NIE-BTFEC
- However, due to lack of fund and technical backstopping, the proposal of NIE accreditation could not move further
Way-forward on NIE accreditation

- Ground work for NIE accreditation initiated
- Require fund/TA/guidance to take forward this accreditation initiative
Observations and recommendations

- Dis-connect between A F and member-countries
- Harmonization among donor on accreditation
- Support and information sharing
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